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CLINICAL UPDATE 
24th September 2019 

 

Emergency treatment of burns 
When responding to a burn-injured patient, standard trauma protocols across the world include a: 

stop the burning process; cool; assess; and dress algorithm.  

Stop the burning process  

Safety for both the patient and rescuer is paramount, and particular caution should be made 

when attending the scene of chemical and electrical burns. When it is safe to proceed, the 

burning process should be stopped and the patient should be removed from the burning source.  

Inhalation burns  

Consider inhalation burns if there a history of hot air or gas inhalation.  

Signs of inhalation burns can be soot or oedema around the mouth and nose. Patients suffering 

from inhalation burns can appear well but can deteriorate very rapidly and could require complex 

airway management.  

These patients require immediate correction of A and B and undertake a TIME CRITICAL 

transfer to the nearest appropriate hospital. 

Cool the burn injury  

The gold standard for cooling is achieved with cool running water. Do not use freezing water. If 

water is not available saline can be used. Cooling of the burn injury should take place for 20 

minutes and is effective up to three hours after the burn has occurred. Chemical burns should be 

irrigated for as long as practically safe and possible. Thorough irrigation is of particular 

importance in chemical burns in order remove the corrosive substance from the skin.  

Diphoterine is commercially available and often found in places of work where chemicals are 

used. It is favoured for both its amphoteric and chelating properties, meaning it is equally 

effective for neutralising both acid and alkali burns.  

Assess and dress  

The size (total body surface area, or TBSA) and depth of the burn needs to be assessed.  

A number of recognised tools are available to aid with this assessment, including the Lund-

Brower chart, the Wallace Rule of nines and the patient’s own palm size (equally approximately 

1% TBSA), all of which are supported by EEAST. Assessing the depth or severity of the burn 

injury can prove difficult in the pre-hospital setting as the burn pattern is likely to develop over 

several hours. To understand this process, the Jackson’s theory of thermal burns can be used. 

Jackson’s model concludes there are three zones within a burn-injury: the zone of coagulation, 

the zone of stasis and the zone of hyperemia.  
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CLINICAL UPDATE 

Emergency treatment of burns, continued 

The zone of coagulation is necrotic tissue characterised by clotted blood and thrombosed blood 

vessels that are unable to be salvaged. The zone of stasis is characterised by decreased blood 

flow, and it’s this zone that’s difficult to assess in a pre-hospital setting - tissue recovery may not 

be known for some time. The zone of hyperaemia is the outer most zone; it’s characterised by 

increased blood flow and reddening of the skin. Tissue viability and recovery has a good 

prognosis.  

Many factors will influence the recovery of the zone of stasis, including wound care, the patient’s 

age and other existing medical conditions. Have particular regard for patients with conditions 

leading to poor perfusion states, such as COPD, patients with vascular insufficiencies like 

diabetes, any form of immunosuppression like patients undergoing cancer, and individuals with 

damaged skin in the form of scarring or ulcers. Be particularly vigilant if the existing damage 

crosses borders with a new burn injury.  

For these patient groups, every burn injury should have some form of onward care package 

implemented - a GP or nurse review is required to ensure healing is taking place.  

Dressings  

Dressings are important to help control the patient’s pain and to keep the burnt area clean. The 

burnt area should be covered with plasticised polyvinylchloride, more commonly known as cling 

film! Strips of cling film should be applied, never wrapped, as swelling is likely to occur. Keep the 

patient warm by ensuring they’re in a warm environment, and/or applying blankets.  

The use of cling film is clinically-evidenced to have a supportive role in burn injury management. 

That said, the use of cling film on ‘hot’ burn injuries should be avoided, as the cooling process 

needs to be achieved first.  

Cling film should not be used on chemical burns; rather a traditional ambulance dressing soaked 

in NaCl should be applied after thorough irrigation (minimum 15 minutes) of the wound.  

Pain relief  

Burns of any size can be very painful and adequate pain relief should be offered in all cases. 

Pain relief begins with cooling the burn, and covering it plays an important role as often friction 

between exposed nerve endings and the air proves very painful. Finally, analgesia should be 

given within your scope of practice with early recognition for extended skills. This enhanced care 

can be sought through the critical care desk (CCD), by changing your radio handset to channel 

202.  

Burn shock and fluid therapy  

It is a widely accepted fact that severe fluid loss is the greatest problem faced following major 

burn injuries, and appropriate fluid management of major burns directly improves survival rates. 

Despite this unchallenged statement, there is still an ongoing debate regarding the best type of 

fluid management for burn-injured patients within the first 24 hours.  

Burn shock develops over a period of time, it is not an immediate response. Shock caused 

through a burn is as a result of combined processes; an inflammatory response with the release 

of histamine and prostaglandins causes an increase in capillary permeability. This in turn leads to 

localised oedema. Toxic cell metabolites are released which cause cellular membrane  
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Emergency treatment of burns, continued 

dysfunction, furthering the immune response. Previously injured tissue now becomes affected 

and further fluid loss can be seen here. The heat itself initiates the release of inflammatory and 

vasoactive mediators, and these mediators are responsible for systemic vasodilation and 

increased trans-capillary permeability. The resulting affect is a third-space fluid shift where 

circulating fluid in the vascular compartment moves to the interstitial space. This is ultimately lost 

externally through loss of the protective skin layers.  

These processes can occur within a few minutes, but the true effects will often only be seen 

hours after the injury. If hypotension and a clinically shocked (pale, diaphoretic) patient is 

observed at the scene of the incident, double check that no other fluid loss, such as bleeding, is 

the cause.  

Fluid therapy in the long term is titrated to effect, and careful calculations are made against the 

patient’s weight, their age, urine output and TBSA burnt. There is however something we can do 

in the short-term: JRCALC recommends one litre of 0.9% sodium chloride to be given to all adult 

patients suffering 15%-25% TBSA with a time to hospital greater than 30 minutes, and to all 

patients with more than 25% TBSA. Fluid therapy should also be considered with patients 

experiencing burns to their face, hands, feet and genitals.  

 


